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vital thing is its central attitude. It is the attitude that everything came into
existence through accident. It ought to be called the accident theory rather than
the theory of evolution.

How clever Satan is to get us to worrying about whether there is a change
from one generation to another, or whether there are gradual changes that take
place and 1rity far those changes may go, when after all the important thing is
Is there an intelligence that formed this world? Is there an Intelligence that
put it together? Is there an Intelligence that controls it? If anybody can
believe that this world with its tremendous complexity came into existence and
into operation at= as it is now, simply by accident I would not be surprised that
it would be just as reasonable to believe that that automobile just grew, that
it just cane into existence there by these different parts coining together, being
shaken together and out came the car!

It's really absurd, and yet it is so vital this attitude is so widevpread
that it is very vital we get back to think about: In the beginning God. I don't
know how often we realize kkatx the complexity of the human body. It seems so
natural to us. We are used to seeing people walking around. talking and doing
different things. It seems such a natural thing. Yet think of the tremendous thing
it is! At one time, every one of us was just one single a cell! A cell so max
small that you could barely see it with the naked eye, if at all. That little
tiny cell had within it all the directions for making that complete person. They
were all there in that little tiny cell. And that cell divided into two and mal
they divided into four, and they divided into eight, and then into sixteen, and
they into thirty-two, etc. until there were billions of them.

Some of them became kidney cells. Some became nerve cells. Some of them
became skin cells, and some bone cells. Various types of cells until there were
billions of them all working together to form a tremendous mraveloué remarkable
mechanism. During the last hundred years scientists have been able to discover the
fact that in every one of these billions of cells--of body cells--there is a the
complete record of what that being is going to be like. What color his axi hair
is going to be, how many teeth he is going to have. How long his legs are going to
be. How his stomach is going to work. They say it will take a book of 1200 pages
to contain the information that is there within every single body cell! Some of
those cells so small that it takes a microscope to see them. Some of them
as much as a yard in length though very very thin. But in every one of them in
its neucleus all this information is there as to exactly what all we can see about
the individual will be and the things we can't see. The wonderful working together
of that mechanism which is far more complicated than the most complicated computer
or jet plane that man has been able to form. In the beginning God!

It seems absurd not to g recognize the Great Intelligence Who founded and
controls everything. We need to get back to basics and realize how essential and
how vital this is. In the beginning God--in the beginning of creation.

God is in the beginning of the Bible. What a wonderful thing this is God has
given us. This Book. These 66 books written by so many different individuals, men
of many different occupations, men of many different backgrounds. But the Spirit of
God led these men. God revealed matters to them, and the Spirit of God directed them
as they wrote leading them to take what He revealed to them, and to take what they
had observed, what they had seen, what they had tought. And to put it together in
the way He wanted it to be put together, to make this Book tn order to be God's
revelation to us.. It is to be our Guide Book. It is to be our Foundation of our lives.
This wonderful Book. And in the beginning of it is God.
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